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staring up at a giant mobile phone tower of their own. These folks already
live by the double-decker phrase, "On est chez nous". The tower, intended

to serve as a mobile phone base station, is called Le Pierrot (or "The
Pierrot") and will be located on the grounds of a large housing complex.
By the looks of it, the will also be gracing France's Radio Luxembourg,
where the giants formerly resided. The original version of this design,
conceived by SRI International's Landis+Gyr subsidiary, consisted of a

19-storey building with 3,500 m2 of floor area. Instead, we've asked for a
14-storey tower with 1,600 m2 of floor area, and changed it a bit for

aesthetic and practical reasons. For one, the original design was a giant,
veiny-veined red rectangle with a structural onion skin of over 400 square

metres of surface. Not quite what you would call a pretty face, so to
speak. Thankfully, we found somebody willing to dig through the landfills
in France and we've got a new design that's certainly a bit more French,
though it's still right on the edge of ridiculous. The new design is a three-
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sided cone with a small helicopter pad on top. The front of the tower will
be clad in a shiny, curved metal skin, and the sides will be a massive,
shimmering, mirrored glass. The tower is supposed to be built in five

months, but that's French time; when it's completed, we'll be on our way
to the next project. Holy crap, a cube! Well, not really a cube. More of a
rhombus. The Agence de l'Énergie is the French electric utility, which

owns the power grid. They are also responsible
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